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ARCHON VITAMIN CORPORATION 
209 40th. St., Irvinglm, N.J. 07111 

800-349-1700,973-371-1700, FAX - 973-371-1277 
E-MAIL - mchcrllwfff~shon~j~~n~in.Fom : .\ : 

August 11,2002 
Dockets Management Branch (IRA-305) 
Food and Drug Administration 
5630 Fishers Lane, Rm. 1061 
Rockville, MD 20852 
http:llwww.fda.gov/docketslecom~~ 

Re: Docket No. 96N-4117; Current Good Manufacturing Practice in Manufacturing, 
Packaging, or Holding Dietary Supplements 

Dear Sir or Madame, 

We have spent considerable time reviewing your proposal for the CGMT”s for 
Dietary Supplements and are very impressed in how good a job you have done. There 
are however several arcas ofcencern that we would like to call to your attention, 

1. One System for All - In several places you request comment on whether separate 
systems should be created for different situations. For examples, in Set 111.5 - 
(pg 12 18 1) - You invite comment on whether there should be specific CGMP 
requirements for animal derived marerials and in Set 111.15 (d) (2) - fpg 12185) 
you request comment on water standards for foreign firms. We believe that the 
best quality control methods are unifbrm and simple. If you put too many 
different systems in place, it will cc&use sod make for less compliance rather 
than mare. There may be some occasionel requirements detezmined by the unique 
nature of certain ingredients or products, but for the most part the bulk oftbe 
system of CGMP’s can and should be accommodated under a single fiarne work. 
There should not be separate systems for dieerent situations; be it foreign or 
domestic, animal or plant, capsule or tablets, etc. 

2. The Relationship Between the Manufacturing Department and the Quality Control 
Department - While the obvious intent of your proposal is to create a very stiong 
Quality Control Departmat, art admirable objective: we believe that you have not 
struck the proper balance between the responsibilities of these two Departments. 
Basic quality control concepts make the Production Department rcspansible for 
rnanufacturirrg a product of appropriate quality - the concept of “building in 
quality” [ see Set Ill-30 (b) - (pg 12193) - in which you make the supervisor 
responsible] not the Quality Control personnel who carp only audit during the 
manufacturing process and test what ManatIacturing has made. 

In a discussion in Section 111.35 (i] (4) - (pg 12199) -you say . ..I’ would 
require that such a review would be conducted by an individual from the quality 
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control unit, This is necessary to CDSLKC that the rcviaw is conducted by a person 
who is qualified by training and experience to conduct such reviews and who 
understands the production and inprocess control system, understands the 
significance of a processing dcvistion, and lcuows how to respond to a deviation..” 

We disagree with this concept. Tn industry, Manufacturing personnel arc gcnerslly 
“engineering typd expert at the use of machinery and people to produce a 
product and Quality Control personnel are peneraIly “chemist types” expert in 
testing. Quality Control personnel usually have little cxpcrtise in manufacturing 
and should not be expected to make decisions concerning manufacturing 
operations; however they should be informed of changes so they can evaluate 
the results of the change on the finished product, their area of expertise. WhiIe 
Quality Control people that have both capabilities may exist, they are exceedingly 
rare in the experience of the two authors both of whom have had cxtcnsive quality 
control experience both in the pharmaceutical and nutitioual products industry. 
Most companies will need to use a team of people with different areas of 
competence to deal with this area af activity. You shauld change the section to 
allow the Quality Control Department to take a lead function, but to allow them to 
USC other people in the organization who have expertise as you say in Sec. 111.45 
(c) (“The quality control unit can be composed of individuals from various parts 
of the prganization.“). You need to make this concept clearer throughout the 
document. 
For exampIe, Section 111.35 (i) (4) - (pg 12 199) - should read “You will be able 
CO reprocess a rejected componenf dietary ingredient, or dietary supplement if 
tie quality control unit approves the results of such reprocessiug.” the 
ingredients and fina dosage form. 

3. Excess Record Keeping - We agree with your basic concept that complete records 
should be kept ofMaster Formulae and all batches, but we believe that in SO~C 
cases the records you have rquested are of little value. For example in Set 
111.25 (t) (7) - @g 12192) you invite comment on whether the person 
performing the maintenance, cleaning, and sanitation described in this section 
should document these actions. We believe that some actions, like cleaning a 
compressing machine after completion of a batch, should be recorded as part of 
the batch records. Other activities covered by this section that are very general, 
like daily cleaning of the floor, art c*f little value in a pcnnsncnt record 
Also in Set 111.12 - (pg 12183) you invite comment on requiring documentation 
of consultants used We disagree with this requirement. Consultants are for the 
benefit of the company and should not be a matter of record for the FDA. Their 
recommendations may or may not be used, cmd a company should not have to 
explain at a later date why such decisions were made, 
The manufacturer should have some flexibility as to what is of significance in 
assuring product quality and what data should be recorded to assure that adequate 
information has been captured. 
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4.Excess Packaging Co~irrols -We agree with your basic concept of good controIs 
on the manufacturing process, but we believe that packaging operations are much 
less sensitive to quality problems and some of the records you have requested add 
little to the assurance of quality of the product and will be expensive to maintain 

In Section 111.40 (8) (1) & (2) - (pg 12202) - you treat packaging components in 
the same manner as ingredients. which will create considerable work for the short 
run part of our operation. In our experience packaging components (such as 
bottles, caps, cartons, and partitions:) are never a seurce of quality problems and 
labels are a very ir&equent source of problems. We can establish standards, 
check each incoming lot, retain samples, and tie incoming batches into large 
packaging runs. However we should, have some ff exibilily in not tieing in lot 
numbers of packaging components in the short nm part of ihe operation where we 
may have dozens of short run lots each day using Icss than a carton of 
packaging supplies for each run. WC almost always have part boxes left after a 
run which are put back into stock, If a use-reconciliation were required of 
packaging supplies, we would have to count part cartons before and a&r a run 
which is guaranteed to cause confusion. Because there is little risk of quality 
problems in this activity, we propose the regulations be changed to allow the use 
of packaging components that have lxen approved by thy Quality Control unit 
without ticing in to a specsc lot identification number. We can achieve the same 
level of quality assurance provided by quantitative checks on packaging sugplics 
less expensively by frequent scheduled checks during the packaging operation, 

On the other hand., there are some activities that can best be done in the packaging 
operation. Sec. 111.60 (3) (1) (iii) (pg 12208) - “, . . would require your laboratory 
control processes to include the use of sampling plans for obtaining representative 
samples of: Each batch of packed and labeled dietqy ingredients or supplcmcnts 
to ensure that the label specified in the masta manufacturing record has been 
applied” This can better be accomplished at the point of packaging where in- 
process chding can examine a much larger sample than can a lab remote from 
tht packaging operation. The general principle should be that the more checking 
that can be done at Ihc point of mantiaehlring and packaging the better. 

5. -Economic Effect of Product Testing- We arc a small company in your 
classification with a staff of less tba~ 100 people, so your estimated total cost for 
us to institute the proposed CGMp’s is $61,000. We believe that you have 
seriously underestimated rhc cost; and that we will spend more than that amount 
for additional conirols, equipment, and personnel in the Manufacturing and 
Quality Control Departments. 

!a003 

Our major additional costs will be dtic to the required laboratory testing. WC are a 
contract manufacturer who makes products for other companies according to their 
formulae and also market a line of om own consisting of approximately 150 
products. At any given time WC have approximately 200 batches of different 
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products in various stages of our manufacturing operation and process over 2000 
batches per year, which is substantially more than your estimate of 554 batches 
per year onpg 12239. These batches average about 15 active ingredients per 
formula (weighted average of multi-ingredleut and single ingredient formulae), 
which checks with your estimate of 13 for vitamins-minerals on page 12239. 
We may be slightly higher than your estimate because we do a number of 
multiple vitamin-mineral formulations for which Daily Values for 27 
nuh-imts have been established. With so many different formulae with a very 
wide range of @redients, we try to keep our raw material inventory low and 
order when a raw material is needed (a mod&d “just-in-time” inventory 
practice). Because of this system, we receive about 2500 shipments per year. 
Assuming au average cost of $60 per assay (your estimate pg. 12240), 

Raw Material Testing 
2500 shipments/year x 3 assays/shipment* x $6Olassay = $450,00O/year 
(‘Assumes an average of 3 assays per shipment - Identity, potency, and one of 
the purity tests - your estimate pg. 12239) 
This cortespcmds well With your estimate for the more restrictive CGMIJ optioq 
but considerably more than your estimate for adjusted total cost for testing for the 
proposed regulations on pg. 12240. Even if we assume some USC of ingredients in 
multiple batches aud some present testing and reduce the total. cost by 50%, we 
still have a number that is far great= than yam estimate of % 19,907. 

Finished Product Testing 
2000 batches/year x 15 assays/batch x $1 lO/asay - $3,300,000 

Total Testing Cost 12,250,ooo 

Thus we are faced with testing costo which almost equal the cost of 
manufacturing and would require us to ahnost double our selling prices. 

6. &I Alternative To Complete Raw Material Testing - 
Section 111.40 (a) (1) & (2) - (pg 12202) - says “..you may not rely on a 
supplier’s cetication or guaranty in lieu of such testing..” , but in at least two 
other places in the proposed CGMP’s YOU accept the concept of vendor 
certification - Set 111.5 - (pg 12180) - The paragraph after item 3 says 
‘Manufkcturers that rely on supplier cer&ifications to ensure that materials derived 
from animals are BSE-&e would likely need to verify the rehbility of supplier 
certifications by conducting supplier audits at appropriate intervals.” and 
Sec. 111.15 (b) - (pg 12 184) allows verification of safety and tieadorn f?om 
contamination by means of suppliers guarantee or certification. Further you 
acknowledge the concept of increased dependability of vendors in VII Anslysis of 
Impacts, 6 d - (pg 12236) “Because all idgrtdients and holders would be subject 
to the same uniform minimum, variaiion in their practices would decline, so firm 
monitoring of upstream and down &earn vendors could decline.” 

@loo4 
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Considering tbc huge costs of full ingredr’eut testing of final product and the 
points in the above paragraph, it seems another system is required to avoid the 
expense of fill testing and yet achieve the same result. If every ingredient 
vendor were accurate and reliable in &cir processing and testing, there would be 
no need for testing of ingrtdicnts because every batch would be perfectly correct. 
What we need is a system to determine how good thr: ingredient suppliers are and 
to monitor them according to their dependability 

Applying one of tbc standard quality control concepts wauld allow sorting of 
ingredient suppliers according to their dependability, perhaps into three classes 
1. A Vendors - These vendors are major companies of extremely high quality 

levels, who have much more expertise with the product, its quality and its 
-. testing then we. For thcsc vendors we would do minor checks (ID or 

organoleptic), but generally WC would accept their Coti’s. An example would 
be Vitamin C fom HofEnan-lo lloche 

2. B Vendors - These are vendors who have good reputations in the industry 
and/or have been dependable vendors to our company, but are smaller than the 
A Vendors. Here we would do a statistical ~anrpling of lots, testing with 
decreasing frequency as we got more assurances of dependable CofA’s. 

3. C Vendors - These are Either new vendors which do not qualify for the A or B 
class or vendors with which WC have had some problems in the past, and here 
WC would do full testing of every batch. 

Using a system such as this would substantially reduce the cost of testing, allow 
us to apply OLLT resources to the areas of greatest eencern, and still give a very 
high level of quality assurance. Of course this ABC system is only one of many 
other ways to achieve this result. What we need ia recognition by the FDA of the 
costs involved in 100% testing of ingredients and fIna1 product, and acceptance of 
reasonable alternative approaches to achicvo the objective of quality nutitional 
products... 

7 . An Alternative To Complete Product Testing - 

In a similar logic to #5 above, we need some flexibility to develop alternatives to 
the testing every active ingredient (those listed on the label). After we have put 
an ermmous effort into checking raw materials and controlling manufacturing 
operatioq WC should be allowed some leeway in how we cheek the final product. 
Some statistical system of active ingredient testing would give assurance of 
control, but substtmtiahy reduce cost. Another example would be, if we have 
checked the ingredient and carefully followed the Master Formula in 
manufacturing then for a 1000 mg Calcium Carbonate Tablet with just a few mg. 
of cxcipients, tablet weight should be as good a contiol as a Calcium assay. 
Again, WC need recognition by the FDA of the costs involved in 100% testing of 
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the active in finished product 3nd acceptance of reasonable ahemative approaches 
to achieve the objective of quality nutritional products. 

8. Quality Control Considerations 
a. Assay Methods - Section 111.35 I&) (1) (pg 12 197) -Product Testing 

a. 

b. 

C. 

d. 

How can Quality Control Demonstrate that a sc&ifically valid method is 
a available? 
If there are s&ntifically valid methods hvailable, wt must use them, HOW 
do wz know there arc such methods, when WC deal with hundreds of items. 
We can not bc expected to have expertise in the assay methodology for SO 
many different ingmdients. 
111.35 (h) - What are FDA methods? Are they published anywhere? We 
are not aware that such things exist. Can we not use methods that we can 
demonstrate give equivalent results to AOAC or FDA methods? Why are 
official compendia assays, like the USP, not included in this paragraph. 
Sec. 111.60 (b) (iv) (pg 12208) -You say “Noncompendia standards 
should be of the highest purity that can be obtained by reasonable effort., ,.” 
and at the end of that paragraph you say I‘. . .but if no appropriately 
characterized inhouse standard exists, you should establish appropriately 
characterized inhouse materials prepared from representative lots.” Thcsc 
tyo st;ltements seem iu conflict. We suggest a change to specify that 
reference standards be established appropriate to the assay procedure for 
which they are to be used 
Section 111.35 (k) - (pg 12200) - WE need some guidance bere. Do we 
use exisring industry standarch and the tests now used? For most of the 
ingredients and components in use, ow’ vendors have much more knowledge 
as to what tests to nm. Can we depend on their advice? 
Sec. 1183 (b) @g 12215) - Rec.ties that for retained samples we use the 
same coma&r-closure system in which the dietary supplement is marketed 
and store the samplca under tit same conditions that you would expect a 
customer to hold that dietary supplement. Since a substantial amount of our 
production is shipped in bulk fm packagmg elsewhere, we often do not 
know what paclclge is being used and how it is being stored. Insert in the 
paragraph.. . “if known and if not in a typical market contaiuer-closure 
system and typical storage condition. 
Repeat Assays - We riced some guidance as to how many times an 
ingredient or a product must be tested as it moves down the distriition 
chain. For example, we do not manticture softgels in our plant, but buy 
some Eroxn a softgel manufacturer who provides us with a CofA. Very often 
we package and ship the softgels under the label of one of our customers 
who then market the product under their own name. Do we have to repeat 
the assay provided by the softgel manufacwer; does our customer? Is it 
your intent that the assay should be rcpcated three times? 

@ joos 

9. Other Comments 
_. . . . . ..- 
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a. Use afPlain Language - See. 111.3 - (pg 12176) - The phrase 
“identity, purity, quality, strength, and composition “ is confusing 

_ .bccause it seems the terms are to some degree interchangeable and 
are used to define each other. For example Quu~@ is defined as 
consisting of idcnti$v, purity and strength- IS a case of M under or over 
potency a problem oEi&&ry (because the product is not consistent with 
the master manufacturing record and what it is represented to be on the 
label), or of strengfh (bemuse the amount per unit is not correct), or 
composition (because it does not contain the intended mix of product)? _, 
WC do not believe that this phrase meets the intent of the use of Plain 
Language; no one talks or writes ti way in multi-term phrases. WC 
suggtst changing this phrase to the term Product Qtiati$~ which everyane 
understands and is comfortable using. Define this term using all the 
attributes given in tbis section. 

b. Verification - Set 111.30 (b) -@g 12194). You seek comment on 
whether verifications procedures should be included in a 51 rule. 
Verification is a not a process familiar to the bulk of this indusq, and 
thus instituting such a procedure would create a major learning effort. 
With all the steps in this document: to bc absorbed and instituted, we 
believe that you should hold off on this until the industry has come into 

_ compliance on the other part’3 of the CGMP’s. It may be thata 
verification program is desirable in the industry, but not now. 

C. Docmnerrtation - In many places throughout the proposal you request 
comments on whether written procednres should be required. In or 
written procedures, but we see the need for flexibihty from f?unction to 
fur&on and company to company. We believe rhat companies should be 
required to review the need fix VJrittr.. procedures at each crucial step of 
their operations, make a decision based on the appropriateness in each 
case, and be prepared to defehd those decisions if questioned. 

d. M&ct Package Identification - No where in this proposal do you mention 
the affixing of a lot number to the container of product marketed to the 
consumer. All the record keeping proposed in this document is of little 
value unless we can tie back an individual container, perhaps received 
fkom a customer complaint to a specific batch. We think that this should 
be a requirement. 

@007 / 

Director of Quality Control 


